He Buys a Birthday Gift for a Young Lady
on corpses—and on the neck of a live thief yesterday. It
is an upside-down U of wood with a piece of sharp steel
at the top, held by a rope caught on a little catch. Just
a touch of the finger on that catch; the steel triangle de-
scends through the grooves, and they carry you away in
a basket! Very neat and pretty, my friend."
"And they have perfected it, you say," Napoleon la-
conically returned, "only for thieves. You will see it
promoted."
His remark, which seemed so pregnant with prophecy,
was, however, half idly made. The physical symbol of the
Revolution was then but an inventor's toy. When the
good Dr. Guillotine had presented it to the Assembly, as
a painless device for the despatching of criminals, it had
been laughed out of court. And indeed the upheaval had,
up to this time, been marked by little violence. There had
been the fall of the Bastille, a few other forts in the prov-
inces, the descent of the wild women on Versailles, the
capture of the king at Varennes, and a deal of speech-
making, harangue, and parade.
And now, like Napoleon himself, the Revolution seemed
to be marking time. But it was marking time no more
than the young man as he walked about Paris, surveying
the,scene in which he was determined, though he knew not
how, to take some part. An infinite number of sojourners
down through the ages have walked over these same stones,
under the eaves of Paris; but never have rambles been so
fruitful. While outwardly one may seem to make little
progress, the mind may be making rapid and forced
marches, leagues ahead. And Napoleon's was doing just
that, whether or not he realized it at the time. As a
matter of fact, for all his clear thinking, he was somewhat
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